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This essay is to illustrate feelings and delivery in landscape oil painting
color sketch through four chapters. In the first place, basic features of colors are
given by analyzing the natural attribute and artistic attribute of colors. The
essay introduces several western representative painters’ opinon on the
importance of personal accomplishment of colors and also elaborates elements
that relates to person cultivation such as age, region and nation.
Secondly, by contrasting painters’ different perspectives of color
observations, the essay explains their different ways of applications of objective
landscape color information so as to analyze how the observation perspectives
of the paiters result in their personal feeling and delivery. Besides, objective
environment differentials also lead to distinct regional features that can be seen
from painters’ various characteristics and angles.
Thirdly, after a thorough illustration on how landscape painters input
information into and output that from their paintings, the essay highlights the
occasionality and inevitability in the process of painters delivering their
feelings. Inevitability factors are determined by certain world outlook and
aesthetic pursuit while occasionality factors of colors during the delivery
process are important as well.
Lastly but not the least, on the basis of a detailed description of color
feeling and delivery in the process of landscape oil painting sketch, combining
the authors’ questions and experience gained from her study and her landscape
oil painting sketching, the essay clarifies the author’s observation angle and her
practive feelings.
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